Central cholinergic involvement in working memory: effects of scopolamine on continuous nonmatching and discrimination performance in the rat.
Rats were trained to stable baselines of lever pressing on a variable intertrial interval continuous nonmatching to sample schedule (CNM) or on an analogous discrimination schedule. Scopolamine reduced accuracy of CNM performance to a similar extent over the three intertrial (retention) intervals: 2.5, 5, and 10 s, results indicating that the drug did not affect the time-dependent process of retention in working memory. When baseline levels of performance accuracy were similar in the CNM and discrimination tasks (but stimulus discriminability was greater in the CNM task), scopolamine reduced accuracy equally in the two procedures. Effects of scopolamine on accuracy of noncorrection trial CNM performance were simulated by reducing stimulus discriminability; however, scopolamine disrupted CNM correction trial performance much more than did reductions in stimulus discriminability. It is concluded that scopolamine's effects on working memory are not limited to possible effects on stimulus discrimination: Scopolamine may also affect retrieval of response rules from reference memory.